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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This historic book may have
numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually
download a free scanned copy of the original book (without
typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1893
edition. Excerpt: .The emendation is not a happy one. It would
have been much better to repeat moir from the preceding line.
37. Coulpit, i.q. coupit=bartered, sold First by Armstrong to the
Regent Murray, and afterwards to Queen Elizabeth by Morton
and his kinsman William Douglas of Lochleven. See introductory
remarks to Poem xxxiv. and note to 1. 16 of Poem xxxv. 39. Tl1at
gat greitgaine, c. Northumberland had been robbed by
Armstrong of every article of value he was known to have with
him or about him. Richard Bannatyne, in his Memoriales, says
that Armstrong and his companions got his gold, hisjewelis, and
his wyves jewelis, estemed to a grit sowme. In the ballad,
Northumberland betrayed by Douglas (Percy, Reliques, 1st Sen,
Bk. iii. p. 4), the Earl is represented as giving his ring--the last of
his possessions--as a parting token to Mary Douglas-- He...
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This is basically the best pdf i have read through until now. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily can get a
enjoyment of studying a created book.
-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD-- Dr . Ca r m ine Ha yes MD

Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in
the ebook. Your daily life period will probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Ela ina  Funk-- Ela ina  Funk
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